
Language barrier creates legal
hurdles for Brits in Turkey

Many Brits who move to Turkey are failing to grasp local and international laws, leaving them
financially at risk when making legal transactions, such as buying property, a study from
Queen Mary University of London has found.
Being unable to speak or read Turkish has made navigating such issues a "legal minefield" for many Brits who emigrate

in a quest for the affordable "good life" on the Aegean coast.

Funded by the Nuffield Foundation, the study focuses on British citizens settl ing in Mugla, a popular tourist spot in

Turkey, and their social and legal experiences as well as how Turkey is adapting its legal system to accommodate such

"l ifestyle" immigrants.

Dr Prakash Shah and Dr Derya Bayir of Queen Mary's School of Law, authors of the paper, entitled The Legal

Adaptation of British Settlers in Turkey, specifical ly asked research questions on: The immigration status of British

settlers in Turkey, their legal standing in the Turkish legal system, the extent to which there is a choice of law – Turkish

or British the mechanisms that exist for the recognition of legal arrangements in Britain. British settlers' views of the

Turkish legal system in comparison to the British one. The extent to which EU law is regarded as important In addition to

examining statistical and legal data in the public record, The paper's authors interviewed 34 British settlers and some

Dutch settlers in Turkey as well as 24 Turkish people involved in the tourism economy.

Most of the British people interviewed were retired and over the age of 50. Of those interviewed, property acquisition,

immigration and nationality status, work and a lack of language skil ls figured prominently as issues affecting their new

lives overseas.

The study found that an inabil ity to communicate in Turkish means that British people's interactions and integration with

Turkish society is l imited. Continued page 3...
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confidential ly by our friendly team the same day, so don't hesitate to ask
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I f you wish to apply for your first

residence permit don't forget

you can pick up your

application forms and get al l the

information you may require

here at the Foreign Citizens

free ADVICE CENTRE Mon -

Fri 1 0 - 5 or call us on

(0256) 61 23207 anytime
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I f you need the services of a pharmacy at short notice, at least two are open 24 hours
a day in Kusadasi at any one time.

Every pharmacy has a sign in their window showing the locations of the ones that are
on duty that day.
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One of the number one concerns for

expatriates going to live abroad in a country

like Turkey, where there is no reciprocal

agreement with the British NHS and where

there is a large discrepancy between the quality

of infrastructure and services in different

locations, is healthcare – both the availability of

it and the quality of care.

Recently we were contacted by one of our ex pats

(John) who doesn’t have any medical insurance

either from his home country or Turkey. John

needed to have hernia surgery. He checked with al l

the private hospitals in Kusadasi and also in Izmir

where he received various prices of between 3000

TL and 4000 TL for the surgery.

We suggested he should contact the state hospital

and see if would they give him a quote for this

surgery. John went to the hospital where, after

some dıscussion, he was given a price of 2750 T,

which he was very happy with.

We then advised him to go back to the hospital

with his residence book and Kimlik number and

resister with them.

Then, surprise surprise, he was then given a

Turkish citizen quote of around 700TL.This price

included all pre-surgery examinations and tests

and also an overnight stay before the surgery in a

private room with TV and a fridge.

John also indicated to them that he didn’t want to

go under general anesthetic so they gave him an

epidural, but instead of being awake John fel l

asleep. When he woke up he asked when wil l the

surgery take place only to be told "its al l over". He

was discharged at 7pm that evening. A week later

he was due to get the stitches removed but as it

was Bayram the hospitals out-patient dept was

closed so John was able to go to a GP at his local

cl inic where his stitches were removed free of

charge.

That All Important Little Blue Book



Number of phones bought abroad beingregistered drops by more than half
Following the introduction of a regulation imposing a TL 100 fee on the use
of cell phones bought abroad, the number of such devices registered
declined by more than half, new data show.

The laws say owners must register a cell

phone that is purchased in another country.

There is no need to register phones

purchased and invoiced in Turkey.

Registrations are made with a passport and

only one cell phone can be registered per

passport in a period of two years. This sti l l

causes many inconveniences as people are

reluctant to buy phones in Turkey. They can

buy a cell phone for half the price in the US, for instance, but are only al lowed to buy one telephone

every two years.

According to data provided by the Communication Technologies and Communications Authority

(BTK), the number of imported cell phones declined by half between June 1 5 -- when the new

regulation l imiting imports was enacted -- and July 30 over the same period of 2011 . Turkey saw

1 02,000 cell phones registered between June 1 5 and July 30; this number was 21 2,000 in the

same weeks of last year.

The new regulation arrives as part of government efforts to minimize imports of high value-added

products such as cell phones. The government expects to boost local production of such

technology products. Officials from the Ministry of Finance say the measures to l imit cel l phone

imports should continue to show the same success in the fol lowing months. “We are concerned

about keeping hundreds of mil l ions of dol lars in the Turkish economy by having people consume

locally made products. Similar steps wil l also help minimize Turkey's current account deficit [CAD], ”

an anonymous source from the Ministry of Finance told reporters.

Many government sources have criticized what they called a “consumption abnormality, ” particularly

in technological goods, in Turkey. A total of 1 4.3 mil l ion cell phones entered Turkey last year with a

value of $1 .74 bil l ion.

The number of cell phones brought into Turkey since 1 994 has reached 1 60 mil l ion, data from the

Mobile Communication Systems and Tools Businessmen Association (MOBİSAD) finds. Around 95

mil l ion of these phones were scrapped and are no longer used. Last October the government

stepped up new measures to increase the private consumption tax (ÖTV) on cell phones.

Turks, young and old al ike, fol low the latest developments in technology markets very closely and

adopt them very quickly. They tend to replace their cel l phones with newer models relatively more

often than the residents of many other countries. Turkey remains among the top countries in

Europe for the use of mobile communications.
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Crematorium proposed in
Mediterranean

province
A company that offers funeral services for
foreigners in the Mediterranean province of
Antalya has submitted a proposal to the
local metropolitan municipality to construct
a crematorium to process the remains of
foreigners in the area.
We have frequently had cremation requests in recent

years. However, we send [bodies] to their countries

because there is no possibi l ity [of cremating them here], "

said Murat Arslanoğlu, the chairman of the funeral

company, Fempa. "I think Turkey wil l improve in subjects

l ike tourism and human rights, if a crematorium is

opened. There are also demands from Turks but it is not

enough."

According to the plan, which was designed in the United

States, the crematorium wil l have the capacity of

conducting three to four cremations per day. Natural gas

or LPG wil l be used as fuel, while the bodies wil l be

cremated at 850 degrees Celsius. There wil l also be

monitoring rooms for famil ies in the crematorium in

addition to other cremation rooms.

The project, which is expected to cost 900,000 Turkish

Lira, is currently being examined by the municipal ity,

citing daily Akşam as a source.

Antalya Metropolitan Mayor Mustafa Akaydın has

previously said that a crematorium would be useful

given the decreasing amount of space in the city’s

cemeteries.

Continued from front page...
Not knowing enough Turkish also means that access to Turkish citizenship is restricted, which deprives many Brits of al l kinds of civic legal rights. Language

inabil ity is also at least partly responsible for the often expressed view among British people interviewed that the Turkish legal system is too complicated,

bureaucratic, slow and unfair. "Often British settlers are excluded from accessing their ful l legal rights because of their cultural and l inguistic differences, and

because they have come from a different legal environment," Dr Shah says. While many British immigrants are less able to influence matters through voting

strength or taking official jobs which require Turkish citizenship, they are contributing to the development of the tourism economy. British people are now the

largest group of foreign national property owners in Turkey, according to official figures (1 5,502 as of September 2011 ). Many purchase ready-made vil las, which

has contributed to urbanisation and a rise in real estate value. Purchasing real estate is legal ly problematic for Brits in Turkey, warns Dr Shah. "There are many

restrictions under Turkish law on where foreigners can buy property. No lawyer is required in the process, which can leave purchasers vulnerable. Even when

lawyers are consulted they don't always advise well and sometimes even act against the interests of the buyer if they know the seller, for instance."

The Turkish legal system also impacts on those Brits who have invested in property in Turkey and have a Turkish partner. "I f the pair divorce, where the British

spouse provided some or all the purchase price, court action might not produce a result which favours them, meaning l ife savings can be lost, " Dr Shah explains.

"Some Brits in Turkey are unaware that they may have to rely on British laws in some instances, for example to make wil ls or in divorce cases. Dr Shah adds:

"The issue of wil ls and inheritance is already causing some concern among British settlers and is l ikely to be a major legal issue in years to come."

Over the following few months we will be publishing extracts from this study and we look forward to receiving any comments
on anything that may affect you .



Jennifer Lopez scheduled for first
İstanbul appearance

US pop icon Jennifer Lopez is set to join a string of world
famous singers who have performed in İstanbul this year,
including Madonna, Tom Jones and Morrissey.

Lopez wil l take to the

stage at the Ülker Sports

Arena on Nov. 1 6 as part

of her Dance Again World

Tour in her first-ever

appearance in Turkey.

The pop star kicked off

her world tour last month

in Panama. She wil l sing hit songs from her seventh and latest studio album,

“Love,” including best-sel l ing single “On the Floor.” The tickets for the event

wil l be put on sale on Aug. 6.

Lopez started her career as a dancer. She began her music career in 1 999

with her first album “On the 6.” Her second album, “J.Lo,” was at the top of

the Bil lboard 200 the very same week her blockbuster movie, “The Wedding

Planner,” was at number one in the box office. Her subsequent albums were

“This Is Me… Then,” “Rebirth, ” “Como Ama una Mujer, ” “Brave” and “Love.”

Lopez’s international top hits include “If You Had My Love,” “Love Don’t Cost

a Thing,” “Jenny from the Block” and “Get Right. ”
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Travell ing Further Afield
Cappadocia reveals new riches

Turkey’s Cappadocia region, known for its “fairy chimneys,” is also famous for its legendary underground settlements
dating back to 3,000 BC. Further research could unearth new cities, a local tourism official say.

The underground settlements in Cappadocia, used by Christians in the past, have been rediscovered

in the 1 960s and opened to tourists by the Culture and Tourism Ministry. They are one of the main

tourist destinations in Turkey’s Central Anatol ian region.

Long on the tourist trai l thanks to its natural and cultural riches, both above and below the ground, the

Central Anatol ian region of Cappadocia might have even more offer to future generations, thanks to

the findings of new archaeological excavations, according to the head of a local foundation.

There are nearly 200 known underground cities in the Cappadocia region, said Mustafa Durmaz, the

head of the Göreme Tourism Development Foundation. “I bel ieve the number of underground cities wil l

increase with effective scientific research. We can learn a lot if we take into consideration the huge

number of underground cities in Derinkuyu.”

The underground settlements in Cappadocia are one of the main tourist destinations in the Central

Anatol ian region. Dating back to 3,000 B.C. , the underground cities are most famous for having been used by early Christians as hiding places to escape the

Romans. The neglected underground cities were rediscovered in the 1 960s and soon opened to tourists by the Culture and Tourism Ministry. The Derinkuyu,

Tatlarin, and Özkonak underground cities are among the cities that are open to both local and foreign visitors thanks to their magnificent features, Durmaz said.

Derinkuyu is unique

Derinkuyu, which is located 29 kilometers from the provincial center of Nevşehir, descends eight stories, or 85 meters, below the ground. The city has dining

rooms, kitchens, wine-making houses, barns and a school, which the other underground cities do not have. The city’s church is located on the second story

below ground.

“The underground cities are one of the most significant attractions [in Turkey] thanks to their unique features,” Durmaz said, noting that the Hittites also

inhabited one-story underground dwell ings. “Depending on their size, the [cities] could shelter from 1 0,000 to 30,000 people for between two and six months in

the event of an enemy attack. Tourists visiting Cappadocia never leave the region without seeing one of the underground cities. We can promote these

underground settlements to a wider audience and make them the best-known tourist destinations in the country with effective advertising.” The underground

cities draw many foreign tourists due to their sense of mystery as well , he said.

Balloon tours draw big interest
About 140 hotair balloons owned by 17 companies in the
Cappadocia region of central Anatolia serve 450,000500,000
people annually. With perperson fees averaging around 70
euros, the annual return on balloon travel amounts to 33,250
million euros.
Nearly 1 ,300 people are working in the region’s hot-air bal loon industry,

according to information provided by the General Directorate of Civi l Aviation.

While balloons work in the region throughout the year, the peak seasons are

between March 1 5 and May 31 and Sept. 1 and Nov. 1 5. Japanese visitors

account for the

highest number

of tourists

choosing to take

balloon tours,

fol lowed by

Korean, German,

Spanish, French

and South

American

tourists.

Other sectors that are developing alongside hot-air bal loon tourism include

transportation, hotels and restaurants. The increased number of tourists also

means increased sales of carpets, jewelry and pottery.



Remember if you are
living in Ireland or

the UK and you wish
to contact the

Foreign Citizens
Advice centre for

any information or
advice

You can call their Irish number
01 6571475

or from the UK you
can call

02070787443

where one of their
volunteers will be happy to help you

at anytime.
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Visitors Section

Want to escape the hustle and bustle of Kusadasi for a while ? Located just 10 minutes
outside Kusadasi on the Aydin road you will find the Garden by Sozlum.
Surrounded by natural beauty with vast pine forests and many olive groves this

unique location is a firm favourite with famil ies locals and tourists al ike.

Why not bring a picnic and relax around the beautiful picnic areas. While the

children play in the large playground area you can have a walk around the many

garden areas where you can enjoy the many splendid flowers and trees.

For the more energetic there is also a large swimming pool, footbal l fields and

tennis courts for you to enjoy. Garden by Sozlum is always aiming at providing the best possible service with its

attractive facil ities and sports and fun activities offering countless recreational possibi l ities

If you fancy a nice meal while you are there, Garden by Sozlum can offer you many choices with a ful l A la carte

restaurant a picturesque terrace restaurant or a cafeteria if you just want a snack. Their choice of dishes include traditional Turkish, Indian, Chinese and

Mexican.

The Garden By Sozlum also offer sports and activity lessons for children aged from 0 to 14 years .

Activities include swimming, basketball , footbal l , chess and many more. The sessions are held in the morning or

afternoon (of your choice) and last for 2 and a half hours, during this time you can drop your children off and go

and enjoy some alone time or you can stay and enjoy The Gardens By Sozlum.

Groups are divided in ages of 0 to 6 and 6 to 1 4 years, with 4 classes

a week only setting you back 80 TL a month. For an unforgettable

time contact The Garden By Sozlum today. FACEBOOK PAGE

* Daily and weekly prices available on request.

I f you would l ike a really enjoyable fun day out in these truly lovely gardens just hop on the Aydin bus from the

centrum and tel l the driver to drop you at the Garden by Sozlum.

For reservations please call 05079873216

Garden by Sozlum

The Fortress of Kusadasi takes up the entire island floating off Kusadasi’s beach
promenade. In fact, the name Kusadasi means ‘Pigeon Island,' the term given to
the island in Ottoman times because of the migrating birds that roosted there.
The strategical ly located, fortified castle was built to protect the Ottoman Empire’s valuable ocean-going

trade, which was vulnerable to attack

from pirates, including the infamous

pirate Barbarossa. The fortress also

defended the town from attack from the

sea.

Poking above the trees crowning the

island is the crenellated central tower of

a 1 3th century Byzantine castle. The

fairy-tale towers and battlements of

fortified walls encircle the entire island,

dipping down to meet the sea and

running along the island’s hi l ls.

Today, taking the walk out to the fortress

is an essential highl ight of a visit to Kusadasi, providing waterfront views of the town and its luxury yacht-

fi l led marina. To learn more about the castle and its history, visit the museum inside the Byzantine turret.

After strol l ing through the grounds, make your way to the island’s waterfront to grab a table at a seafood

restaurant. Order a plateful of crumbed calamari and drink in those views of the Aegean Sea and

Kusadasi.

The Fortress of Kusadasi



Medium Hard
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Easy

The Ponz charity social club's big charity night will take place
on Sunday 30th September at the Ponz Hotel on Ladies Beach
with nonstop music from 7 pm till Midnight.
The Entertainers booked so far are Sercan, Grahame Alexander,Yusuf,
Dean Loye, and Mihrac, with many more acts planned for this wonderful

night.

The tickets are 1 0 TL each

but please book your seat

with Robin Wilkinson 0539

483 5569 or Michelle Babat

0256 61 4 2047 as soon as

possible so they can

arrange seating for

everyone, The doors open

from 6 pm,

There wil l also be a set menu

on offer for anyone wanting a

nice meal on the night.

Detai ls can be obtained from

Robin or Michelle at the Ponz hotel.

Al l profits raised on the night wil l go to the Handicapped School here in

Kusadasi.

Robin would l ike to take this oppurtunity to thank everyone for their wonderful

support for this very worthy cause.

Ponz Charity Social Club

If you want a bit more spending money for your next
holiday, try flying out on a Tuesday.
Research by consumer group Which? has revealed it to be the cheapest

day for flying out of Britain, with those travell ing in the middle of the week

able to save significant sums.

The organisation analysed 1 ,1 74 September fl ights for one person with one

piece of checked-in luggage, heading from three London airports to three

European destinations: Dublin, Barcelona and Alicante.

Time to leave: Tuesday is the cheapest day to fly out of Britain, a survey of

air fares has found.

For outbound fl ights, Tuesday was the cheapest day for each one of the

UK’s three biggest airl ines: British Airways, Easyjet and Ryanair.

With Easyjet, travell ing from Gatwick to Alicante in Spain on a Friday cost

an average of 35 per cent or £28 more than the same trip three days

earl ier. For a family of four, this would represent a £11 2 difference.

Which? found that Sundays were typical ly the most expensive day for

return journeys.

The cheapest options varied between carriers, but those flying with Easyjet

would pay an average of 45 per cent or £56 more to return to Gatwick from

Alicante on a Sunday than if they got back on a Thursday.

For a family holiday, the midweek return would result in a saving of £224.

Travellers might assume that flying at the crack of dawn would be cheaper

sti l l , but airl ine prices varied wildly.

Although British Airways’s cheapest outbound journeys did indeed come

before 7.30am, easyJet’s most expensive tickets were for between 5.45am

and 11 am.

Looking for a bargain: Airl ine prices vary wildly at different times of the day,

researchers have found

Richard Lloyd, executive director of Which?, said: ‘With household budgets

squeezed, hol idaymakers wil l want to make sure they are getting a good

deal on their fl ights. We found that people can save a significant sum of

money if they shop around and can be flexible, changing the day or time

they choose to travel. ’

The advice comes too late for those who have already returned from costly

August hol idays.

Apri l ’s rise in air passenger duty has led 1 00,000 people to contact their

MPs, complaining that the tax is unacceptable.

Almost 1 00 MPs have now signed an Early Day Motion call ing for more

Treasury research into the levy, which adds an average of £92 to the price

of a family trip to Europe.

For bargain flights, try leaving on

a Tuesday:



The Ege Eye is committed to helping causes and charities in the

local area and has teamed up with The Ponz Charity Social Club.

Each month we will be giving the charity a FREE supply of

newspapers which they can then sell and use the money towards

their funds. So, purchase a copy from them and not only will you

get to read a copy of your local newspaper you will also be

donating towards a worthy cause.

Boring, dul l , l ifeless hair? Come and visit

us today at our modern and new hair

salon. We guarantee you wont be

dissapointed.

Located on the wednesday market, same street as

Gossips Cafe Bar (see our advert on front page)

*now including useful advice articles and updated daily

Check out The Ege Eye online at:
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Post Office reveals best value resorts
for families

Families holidaying in the eurozone this summer will have
11.5% more spending money this year than last as the pound
has hit a 12month high against the Euro, said the Post Office.
I ts annual Family Holiday Report, published today, also revealed that Bulgaria,

the Costa del Sol and Turkey are the cheapest of the popular summer

destinations for holiday extras such as suncream, insect repellent, drinks, ice

creams and meals out.

At £11 0.1 7 in Sunny Beach, £1 21 .1 1 in Torremolinos and £129.29 in Marmaris,
these three destinations were the ones least l ikely to bust the family holiday

budget, it said.

The same items cost 72% more in Crete (£1 89.1 5), the most expensive

destination.

Bournemouth, included in a Post Office barometer for the first time, came in fifth

place at £1 47.23 for the 1 0 beach holiday extras.

Prices varied within countries as well . For example, in Spain, the 1 0 items cost

over 30% more in Majorca than on the Costa del Sol - £1 57.96 compared with

£1 21 .1 1 - while in Javea on the Costa Blanca they cost £1 38.79.

However, if the cost of a water park visit is excluded, Javea was actual ly five per

cent cheaper than Torremolinos on the Costa del Sol (£70.00, compared with

£73.70).

Family Holiday Report Price Comparisons At A Glance:

•Drinks cost least in Portugal: A Coca-Cola costs just 86p in the Algarve but

famil ies wil l have to fork out more than double in Bournemouth (£1 .75), Turkey
(£1.95), Corfu (£1 .94), Cyprus (£1 .98), France (£2.1 6) and Crete (2.24).
•A chocolate-covered ice cream costs £1 .29 in Portugal but wil l set parents back

£1 .98 in Crete, £2.76 in France's Vendée and, surprisingly, £2.26 in Bulgaria

•Parents who forget to pack a li lo can pick one up for £2.26 in Bulgaria but wil l

pay over three times as much in Corfu (£7.76), Costa del Sol (£8.53) and Italy

(£8.62)

The cost of a family visit to a water park varied from £41 .63 in Bulgaria to £75.00

in the Vendée, France and £94.83 in Cyprus. Although a trip to a water park may

cost more in Ayia Napa, when this is excluded from the Beach Barometer total,

the country emerges as fourth cheapest.



'Ryanair charged £200 for a piece of paper': Mother, 35, forced to pay for
failing to print her boarding passes

Ryanair forced a holiday maker to pay more than £200 for a 'piece of paper' after she forgot to print her boarding pass, she

claims.

Suzy McLeod forgot to print off the passes for herself and her family for their fl ight home

from Alicante.

When Mrs McLeod, 35, arrived at the airport she says she was told she would have to fork

out 60 euros per person for her absent-mindedness.

Ryanair rant: The mother says that she was unable to print her boarding passes as she

left the country before she was allowed to access them online

She says she was left with no choice but to pay the £236 fee so that they 'would print out

a piece of paper'.

The mother, from Newbury, Berkshire, had visited the Spanish city with her parents and

her two children.

She told the newspaper that it had been impossible to print her return fl ight's boarding passes as they had gone on holiday for 1 5 days, and the airl ine only al lows

you to print the passes 1 4 days beforehand.

After she had paid for priority seat al locations, baggage fees and the boarding passes, the total amount came to £1 ,650 - far higher than she had anticipated.

No fri l ls: The airl ine say that their terms and conditions make it clear there is a penalty for reissuing passes

She complained: 'We could have gone first class with BA for cheaper. '

When booking with the budget airl ine, Ryanair states that passengers are expected to check in onl ine before reaching the airport and print their boarding pass

before travel.

Failure to do so results in a £60 fine to reissue each pass, or 60 euros if departing from the Continent or Ireland.

The charge for reissuing has risen from £40 to £60 last December.

Mrs McLeod took to Facebook to vent her anger at the no-fri l ls airl ine, attracting more than 350,000 people who either sympathised or told her to read the small

print.

Many chimed in with their own negative accounts of choosing to fly with the Dublin-based airl ine.

But some told her to stop complaining and read the terms and conditions, or choose to go with a pricier company.

A spokesman for Ryanair told reporters that Mrs McLeod was responsible for printing her boarding passes booking in onl ine when she paid for the fl ights.

He said: 'She accepted and agreed that if she failed to do so then she would pay our boarding card reissue penalty of £60 per passenger. '
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Property law takes effect, most foreigners gain right to own
A new piece of legislation  often referred to as the reciprocity law  which is intended to allow foreigners to purchase
property in Turkey, even if Turks do not enjoy the same right in those same foreign countries, has taken effect.

“Now the citizens of 1 83 nations can own property in our country,” Environment and Urban Planning Minister Erdoğan

Bayraktar said at a press meeting on Wednesday, announcing the implementation of the law.

In early May, Parl iament passed the bil l concerning the sale of land to foreigners that el iminated the reciprocity requirement

and increased the l imit on the size of land able to be bought by foreigners to 30 hectares. President Abdullah Gül did not

take much time to sign the bil l into law, and it was then published in the Official Gazette on Monday.

The new law amends title deed laws and changes the previous reciprocity requirement, which dictated that the citizens of

89 countries did not have the right to own property in Turkey because Turkish nationals are not entitled to own property

those countries. Among these countries were Russia, the Gulf States and the Turkic republics of Central Asia.

According to the new law, foreign individuals and businesses are required to submit their project proposals for vacant plots

of land to Bayraktar's ministry within two years of purchasing the land. I f the ministry approves the project, it wil l be

forwarded to the local land registry office for monitoring.

With the introduction of the law, real estate prices are expected to increase across Turkey, but particularly in İstanbul and

the country's highly-touristic southern belt. In a statement released from his office in late May, TAB Real Estate Investment

Chairman Ahmet Temeltaş said it wil l help raise real estate prices in Istanbul by as much as 200 percent. “The price of a

square meter of real estate is l ikely to increase to as much as $6,000-$7,000 from the current $2,000 levels in a short

period of time,” he said. He believes particular parts of the province wil l experience the biggest hikes in prices.

He named Ataşehir, Maslak, Çekmeköy, Sancaktepe, Kartal, Pendik and Halkalı as examples of the best İstanbul neighborhoods in which to invest.

According to the Central Bank of Turkey's latest figures, housing prices increased at an annualized rate of 11 .68 percent in July while consumer inflation averaged

at 9.07 percent compared to the same month past year. According to the Real Estate Investing Partners Association (GYODER), 96,000 housing units were sold

in the first quarter of 201 2, 5.5 percent more than a year ago.

Turkey attracted $3 bil l ion in foreign real estate investments between 2003 and 2008. This number was $2 bil l ion last year. Market observers expect the

anticipated foreign investor influx to Turkish real estate markets could create as much as $5 bil l ion in sales per annum after the new law.



Turkey’s coastline stretches 8,333 kilometers

once each and every part of it is measured. If

starting in the North-East (just beyond Hopa)

and then moving on counter-clockwise this

includes the Black, Aegean and Mediterranean

Seas, respectively, before reaching lands close

to Hatay in the South-East. It takes into account deep-water

container-ship ready inlets such as the Marmara or Yalova

Seas and of course the world-famous Bosphorus, too, but

not any lake(s).

No surprise then that fish can be had almost everywhere and in particular the

Turkish capital Ankara although nowhere near any shorel ine offers a

sumptuous array of fresh fish delivered daily mid-mornings and sold at local

fishmongers.

Yet newcomers as well as some long-term expatriates are confronted with two

rather amazing aspects of daily l ife in Turkey.

First, it is probably fair to say that most Turkish citizens would happily describe

themselves as land-lovers Holidaying by the sea is always en vogue, so is

visiting grandparents for a couple of weeks in their summer houses but if there

is a choice and unless someone works in the tourism sector or is already

retired (or had always lived there) chances are that inland locations come out

on top.

Second, it is not necessari ly the rather elevated price tag attached to fresh fish

but many of our Turkish neighbours simply prefer to eat meat and there are

many more local dishes made of meat or chicken instead of alternatives, for

example incorporating what the country’s abundantly fish-fi l led seas would

offer.

This article is in parts a defense of our very own Kuşadası fishmongers

(nothing fishy here either as I am not working on commission) as well as local

chefs who routinely deal with al l matters fish. I must admit it comes down to

how well a particular fish was cleaned and then rinsed. One the one hand,

almost al l fishmongers offer this service before you take your intended meal

back home and as long as you leave one or two Lira for the guy who did that

often time-consuming exercise for you in his prominently displayed tip-box

everyone wil l be satisfied. On the other hand, in the restaurant world chances

are that your favorite chef’s commis wil l have the honorable (although he

would most definitely say displeasing) task of transforming one (or perhaps

many) shiny, grayish to si lvery - looking things into a fi l let of the finest produce

Turkey’s waters have on offer, a treat indeed.

Here are a few personal tips before parting with your hard earned cash. Think

fish? Always ask how much it wil l set you back before committing yourself! I

once unsuspectingly agreed to buy three rather small nevertheless entire fish

at an İstanbul fishmonger in Beylerbeyi along the shores of the Bosporus.

Expecting to fork out 20 Lira or so he told me it would cost me 60 instead! Of

course once cleaned and packed it is normally too late to hand the items back!

Then again I had a few disappointing meals ın other locations in so-cal led

special ized fish restaurants where both portion and price left me wanting, once

for more and once more less. How come? Many restaurants continue to add

‘catch of the day/price according to weight’ onto their menu. Assuming that no

patron expects to be served an entire shark we would think that what we have

to pay reflects on an average person’s income, not on that of a Hollywood A-

l ister yet at times to no such luck.

Prudence guarding your wallet, otherwise ready to explore Turkish oceans-

cuisine you wil l immediately understand how masterly Turkish chefs prepare

the treasures of the seas. Mostly gri l led (‘İzgara’) you wil l perhaps be surprised

to learn that the very finest of fish restaurants do not automatical ly serve a slice

or two of lemon with their meal as they believe in that fish should be eaten

‘pure’, so soft and tasty is the end result arriving at your table. Of course you

can always ask for that yel low taste-bud enhancer, no one wil l look down on

you! Those of our Turkish neighbors who do prefer fish over meat would have

a glass of Rakı with it rather than beer. My own favorite: Levrek (Sea Bass),

gri l led, few side-dishes if at al l except for oven baked bread and a glass of

white wine to wash it al l down and perhaps a single (‘tek’) Rakı to round it off.

Enjoy your meal but please remember to drink responsibly, too!

Oh, by the way why did I mention September the 1 st? Fishing season is upon

us! In order to protect our fish and refrain from over-fishing summer is off-l imits

for al l reputable fishermen and ideally for us as the customers, too, as deep

frozen produce is only so good when compared with what Turkey’s seas wil l

offer us once more by the time you are reading this column.
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Kuşadası to get a new state
hospıtal

Plans are under way to buıld a new government hospital in
Kuşadası .
The new 200 bed facil ity wil l replace the existing 65 bed hospital and wil l be built

at the site of the existing state hospital

At a cost of more

than 26 mil l ion TR

work is set to begin

soon.

The need to 'go

private' may become

less important as a

result.

Something smells fish(y)? September 1 st is upon us!



The Akbuk foreigners help desk opened its doors on the 9th July this year. Staffed by volunteers

the office and telephone lines were manned every Monday, Wednesday and Friday for 2 hours

each day to help support the residents with any problems they may face.

Recently it has been announced that the help desk wil l now reduce its hours to just 2 hours a week and wil l now only be open

from 2pm to 4pm on Wednesdays.

This news is extremely disappointing for many of the Akbuk residents who sometimes struggle with language barriers etc. and

often need unbiased advice from native speakers.

Luckily for Akbuk and the surrounding areas Kuşadası ’s Foreign Citizens Advice Centre is close at hand.

Open from Monday to Friday 1 0am unti l 5pm with a 24 hour contact telephone helpl ine the association welcomes enquiries

from foreign citizens from all over the country and abroad.

You can contact the Advice Centre at: support@adviceturkey.org where your enquiry wil l normally be answered within one

working day. Alternatively you can call them on 0256 61 2 3207. I f cal l ing from abroad you wil l be pleased to know you can now

call them in the UK or Ireland on the

fol lowing numbers.

UK: 02070787443

Ireland: 01 6571 475
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The ultimate shampoo
and set for

your car.

Full car valet inside
and out for only 15 TL.
Undercover Parking....
Multi storey car park at
the end of Bar Street.

Full Car ValetHelpdesk reduced to one day

Tuz Gölü (Salt Lake), which has long produced much of Turkey’s salt, is now
drawing attention from the cosmetics industry thanks to the 22 types of minerals it
houses. Many cosmetic products using the lake’s minerals are sold in the region.

A natural source of salt as its name implies, Central Anatol ia’s Tuz Gölü (Salt Lake) is increasingly becoming

a target for the cosmetics sector thanks to the wealth of minerals in its water, salt and mud.

Visitors to the lake believe its water has healing properties, and interest in products l ike creams, lotions,

deodorants and shampoos that consist of these minerals have increased in recent years, according to local

business owners.

Özgür Yı lmaz, the owner of a facil ity on the shore of the Lake Tuz, said the lake has significant economic value in terms of its salt production in addition to

being famous for its natural environment and its bird population.

22 types of minerals

Nearly 2 mil l ion tons of salt is produced every year at three areas around the lake, Yı lmaz said, adding that a large proportion of Turkey’s salt requirements

were met by the lake. The number of visitors to the lake is also increasing since there is a general bel ief that the minerals have healing effects for many

affl ictions, according to Yı lmaz.

The lake’s water, mud and salt include 22 types of minerals, Yı lmaz said. “Among these minerals are sodium chloride, iodine, potassium, magnesium,

calcium, bromine, hydrogen and iron,” he said. “I t is bel ieved that these minerals make a great contribution to the skin’s natural moisturizing factor. Many

people walk in the lake and apply its mud to their skin in the belief that the water, salt and mud in Salt Lake feeds the skin, enhances circulation and kil ls

harmful microorganisms. Thanks to its high conductivity, it is known that the lake helps get rid of negative electricity in the body. I t is also thought that it helps

people clean blackheads and skin blemishes.”

In addition to the long-running salt industry, the lake’s riches have been boosting the cosmetic sector in recent years, he said.

“We began producing cosmetic products such as cream, lotion, shampoo, cel lul ite salt, skin mask and deodorants three years ago. At the moment, we sell 26

types of products on the shore of the lake,” he said.

Yı lmaz said the number of those who take mud baths in the lake and walk on its surface was increasing. “The lake, which is home to various types of birds,

especial ly flamingos, should be taken under protection to keep its natural balance,” he said. Source Hurriyet.

Lake worth its salt for cosmetics
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Nearly 10,000 people lose their lives due to traffic accidents in Turkey each year.
And it has a lot to do with mentality. “There really is no culture of road safety in Turkey. It's just not part of the mentality
yet,” said Dr. Etienne Krug from the World Health Organization (WHO), who shared his first impressions about Turkish
people's attitude towards traffic safety. Not observing the rules is costly as well: The total socioeconomic cost of last year's
traffic accidents could be as much as TL 16.5 billion, Interior Minister İdris Naim Şahin announced recently.

Director of the Department of Violence and Injury Prevention and Disabil ity at

WHO, Krug, who visited Turkey June 26 and 27 to talk and exchange views

with officials on a project Turkey has been implementing concerning safety on

the road, didn't hide his surprise at what he found. Talking about Ankara, “I 'm

struck to see such a modern city where so few people wear seat belts, ” he

told Today's Zaman.

Only 22 per cent of drivers wear a seat belt in Ankara and probably even

fewer passengers. In Geneva, where he is based, about 95 percent of the

people wear a seat belt, and the average in Europe is estimated to be around

90 percent. “There is not much discussion about it; al l wear a seat belt in

Europe,” he commented to draw attention to the sharp contrast.

Wearing a seat belt saves lives: Not wearing a seat belt may increase the risk

of death in road crashes by up to 60 percent. For Turkey, it's of huge

importance because not wearing a seat belt, together with excess speed, is

one of the leading causes of deaths and injuries on the road.

But Turkey has also made some progress in the last couple of years towards

decreasing the number of casualties in traffic accidents thanks to various

projects. In the last 1 0 years, the number of road crashes has increased by

1 79 percent and injuries in accidents by 1 05 percent, while deaths from

accidents has decreased by 8 percent. Compared to 201 0, the number of

fatal crashes in Turkey decreased last year by 3.6 percent, while the number of people who lost their l ives dropped by 5.2 percent.

Over 90 percent of deaths and injuries in road crashes occur in low and middle income countries, which have only 48 percent of the world's registered vehicles.

As middle-income countries such as Turkey, China, Brazil and India go through a rapid process of development, the number of roads, cars and drivers increases

significantly. And as noted by Krug, this process is usually not accompanied by measures that create a culture of safety.

Since a culture of road safety is not deeply ingrained in people, they speed, don't wear seat belts and drink and drive. But fatal ism also seems to be an element,

according to Krug. “In many countries, there is sti l l fatal ism. People just see it as a price to pay to become a modern country with more roads, and cars,” he

commented.

In an effort to decrease the number of road crashes with casualties, Turkey launched, together with nine other countries, in June 201 0 the Road Safety Project,

which is coordinated by WHO and financed by the Bloomberg Foundation. Together, the 1 0 countries in the project -- Turkey, Mexico, Brazil , Egypt, Kenya,

China, India, Cambodia, Vietnam and Russia -- account for 60 percent of al l deaths from road crashes.

Turkey's road problem also has to do with enforcement of the existing laws. I t's common knowledge that Turkish people l iving in Europe obey the rules of the

road more strictly than their relatives in Turkey, who allow themselves to act more freely on the road. I t's because Turks in Europe are aware that laws wil l be

enforced and that they stand l ittle chance of getting off scot-free. Commenting on the situation in Turkey, Krug noted: “Legislation is more or less quite adequate,

but it's not enforced. Seat belts are obligatory, but how many people wear them in Turkey?”

Traffic accidents are among major causes of death and injury in the world. Nearly 1 .3 mil l ion people die each year on the world's roads, and 20-50 mil l ion people

sustain non-fatal injuries. I f current trends continue, road crashes are predicted to become the fifth leading cause of death by 2030, resulting in 2.4 mil l ion deaths

a year. In a bid to prevent 5 mil l ion road traffic deaths globally by 2020, in May 2011 , the Decade of Action for Road Safety 2011 -2020 project was launched –

coordinated by the United Nations in more than 1 00 countries. Turkey, with over 23 mil l ion drivers and more than 1 6 mil l ion registered vehicles on the road, aims

to cut the number of road casualties in half in 1 0 years.

Lack of road safety culture costs Turkey an estimated 10,000 lives
annually



Throughout this summer we have had an
increasing number of people contact us regarding
a seemingly big rise in council tax charges from
the Kusadasi Belediye .

Many people found that

their charges had more

than doubled compared

to the previous year and

they wanted to know

why.

When we contacted the

Belediye regarding this

matter they informed us

that the increase was due to an updated computer system and

the customer was now being charged back-dated payments on

their accounts that had been missed earl ier by the manual

system.

One couple decided not to take this lying down. Phil ip and Sally

Cooke from the UK were shocked when they got their bi l l this

May. Fortunately they had kept al l there council tax receipts from

previous years and when they went through these and their

current council tax bil l i t appeared that they had been charged

twice.

So back to the Belediye they went armed with the evidence and

guess what? Yes, they were right and they were now entitled to a

refund of over 250 TL.

The Belediye l ike every other business can make mistakes but

the important thing is to remember to always keep your receipts

because if this couple hadn’t they would have been none the

wiser to this overcharge.
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Local expats welcomed Izmirbased British Consul William
Buttigieg MBE recently when he attended a meeting held by The
Senior & Foreign Citizens Assembly at the Kuşadası town hall.
Twenty-two members of the expat community from various countries attended with

lots of questions they hoped would be answered.

Mr Buttigieg started the meeting by thanking everyone for coming and gave a short

explanation about some of the work that the consulate does.

Members of The Foreigners Assembly then gave a short talk about the municipal ity

helpdesk and the 24 hour call centre set up mainly to deal with local environmental

issues such as noise pollution, stray animals, rubbish collection and water leaks.

The floor then opened for questions where some expats had plenty of questions

they wanted to ask.

There were many questions about the controversial SGK Universal Health Insurance scheme, specifical ly regarding the fines and backdated payments. I t was

confirmed there is no change to this but there have been many talks with Ankara who refuse to budge on the situation.

Mr Buttigieg informed us that the passport processing centre in Dusseldorf has plans to close and all passport applications wil l soon have to go through the UK.

Plans are being made for another meeting to be held in October where Mr. Buttigieg hopes the attendance wil l be higher.

Watch this space for news regarding upcoming meetings and consular news.

Kuşadası Welcomes William – by Sara Kaya

Always keep your receipts.If there is a crisis locate can help you .“If we can’t find you, we can’t
help you”. That’s the message from the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office for British expats living abroad. But why should you register?
LOCATE is a online service from the Foreign Office that lets you register your

whereabouts while you are abroad.

So, if you’re caught up in a crisis where

you are l iving, such as an earthquake or

civi l uprising, the British consular officials

wil l be able to contact you to help and can

let friends and family know that you’re

safe.

Why Should You Sign Up?
You may think it’s unl ikely that you would

end up in a situation where you might

need the help requiring consular help.

But what if a natural disaster strikes or

maybe you’re arrested or are involved in a

serious road accident - who would know

your whereabouts?

The LOCATE service aims to find you

quickly and provide what help it can.

Reasons Not to Sign Up
The service does contain a long disclaimer that says in certain circumstances your

detai ls may be shared with law enforcement/pol ice, other government departments such

as the Inland Revenue, agency or courts but only in compliance with the UK data

protection laws.

So, unless you’re trying to l ive l ife ‘off the grid’ or are on a wanted l ist somewhere it’s

probably worth signing up for piece of mind.

How Do You Sign Up?
Go to www.fco.gov.uk and click on 'LOCATE' to sign up.

You can register not only your detai ls but also those of your friends and relatives who

may need to be contacted in the event of an incident involving you abroad.

You can also use the service when you venture off the beaten track.

Just register the detai ls of your trip and the persons travell ing before your trip starts.

Locate can help you




